Museum of Flight Costume Policy

The Museum of Flight Costume Policy provides guidelines for staff, volunteers, Museum guests, individuals and groups who wear a costume for seasonal celebrations or as part of a Museum program. The goal of the Costume Policy is ensure that costumes worn on Museum property are safe and not offensive in a family environment. Costumes should provide a positive guest experience.

The following guidelines apply to costumes worn on Museum property:

1. Must be appropriate for a family environment
2. Must fit through a single doorway (less than 85.5 inches tall X 35-inches wide)
3. May not include pyrotechnics, fire, smoke, steam, fog, helium balloons or glitter
4. May not include nudity, full or partial body paint in place of clothing, lewd references or imagery, or overly expose the body
5. May not include real or replica weapons of any type except swords, which must be replicas and secured to the costume so that they cannot be drawn
6. Individuals not willing to have their costume weapons inspected may be asked to leave the premises
7. Photo identification may be required for guests with face concealing costumes

The Museum of Flight reserves the right to refuse access to the Museum if the costume is deemed inappropriate or distracting, as determined by The Museum of Flight staff.

Thank you,
Museum Security